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Introduction

Today's DSP's are capable of handling audio processing or even real time video processing; however, when
the sample rate is equal to or exceeds the DSP instruction clock rate it becomes impossible to perform real
time signal processing. Radiation applications are such a case - short, randomly occurring signals - posing a
problem somewhat like a fighter pilot's job: long periods of boredom punctuated by short bursts of terror.
What is needed for digital radiation applications is the ability to perform multiple algorithms in parallel at the
full sample clock rate. The number of gates in the array limits the number of algorithms that can be
processed in parallel in an FPGA. FPGAs are the answer for very high sample rate real time signal
processing applications.

The Savannah River Technology Center has developed a nearly all-digital radiation instrument that
incorporates a single integer processor, as well as an FPGA. The concept behind the instrument is that the
FPGA receives a 10-bit wide data stream at 32 MSPS continuously from the radiation detector input,
processes the data stream in real time, and passes the results to the DSP for inclusion in an energy spectrum.
The FPGA also supplies the logic for the DSP to interface to a serial 4-channel DAC (for the analog system
setup/control), a serial 4-channel ADC (for instrument self-monitoring) and a PC via an RS-232C port.

Architecture Description



The FPGA performs two pair of discrimination algorithms on the data stream to isolate real detector events
or pulses (U.S. Patent 5,304,808). The first pair checks for data samples that stay within an absolute
amplitude window. The second pair checks for sample groups whose duration falls within a time window.
The windows are programmed by the DSP. Events that pass these checks are stored in FIFO pulse buffers
for transfer later to the DSP. This approach is sufficient for work using a solid scintillating detector with a
photomultiplier tube (PMT). Solid state detectors, however, require slightly different algorithms to isolate
actual radiation pulses.

Imagine a DSP chip trying to handle these same tasks while reading data in continuously on every clock
cycle. Obviously, DSP architectures are unable to handle such a demanding task. Today's FPGAs can
easily handle it with multiple execution pipelines, as the following example illustrates. For solid scintillating
detectors, the first execution pipe compares each sample to a programmed minimum threshold (amplitude
window bottom). The second pipe compares each sample to a programmed maximum threshold (amplitude
window top), while a counter counts the number of samples that are greater than or equal to the bottom of
the amplitude window. The third pipe compares the sample count with a programmed minimum time
threshold (left side of the time window) while the fourth pipe compares the sample count with a
programmed maximum time threshold (right side of the time window). In addition, when a missed pulse
occurs (all the FIFO buffers are full and an actual radiation pulse is detected) a missed pulse counter is
incremented. Overrange detection is also included to alert the DSP to excessive gain and/or offset settings.
Lastly, the FPGA controls three interrupts to the DSP, the first indicating that a pulse transfer is completed,
the second indicating that at least 12 missed pulses have occurred since the last time the counter was read
and the third indicating that the instrument is in an overrange condition.

These were the only signal processing algorithms incorporated in the first revision of the FPGA, but it
performed other functions too. The actual radiation pulse samples were stored in four external FIFO buffers,
one pulse per buffer. The pulses were transferred to the DSP from the FIFO buffers through a DMA port
under FPGA control. The DSP would then calculate an energy value by performing a trapezoidal
integration algorithm and increment the proper channel in an energy spectrum. The radiation instrument was
tested with radiation sources varying in strength from 20,000 counts/sec to 59,000 counts/sec. The dead
time of the DSP/FPGA based system ranged from one missed count in 4,000,000 at 20,000 counts/sec to
one missed count in 80,000 at 59,000 counts/sec. Dead time is calculated in terms missed counts versus total
counts. A commercially available analog system's dead time ranged from 15% at 20,000 counts/sec to 27%
at 43,000 counts/sec.1 Estimated dead time from a newer, commercially available DSP-enhanced system
would range from approximately 10% at 20,000 counts/sec to approximately 24% at 59,000 counts/sec.2
The DSP/FPGA design has been simulated at a count rate of approximately 260,000 counts/sec and
incurred approximately 45% dead time during the three-millisecond simulation. From published vendor
specifications dead time would be at least 95% in a traditional analog system and approximately 60% in a
DSP-enhanced system.

The dead time in the first version of the FPGA system is attributed to two factors. First, the DSP performs
the energy calculation and second, the DMA transfer method takes 4 clock cycles per sample. Migrating the
trapezoidal integration algorithm to the FPGA eases the DSP processing requirements, and changing the
data stored in the FIFO buffers removes the bottleneck of slow data transfer via the DMA port.

System Improvements

The implementation of the trapezoidal integration algorithm is simply an accumulator that sums all the
samples in a given pulse. To increase speed, the accumulator is implemented in 4-bit slices. The result is that
two modes of operation were implemented to handle high-count rate applications. In the first mode, the
FPGA stores pulse samples in the FIFO buffers just like the previous version and also stores the integration



result in one of four registers. Then the FPGA transfers both the pulse samples and the integration result to
the DSP via the DMA port. In the second mode, the FPGA stores the integration results in the FIFO buffers
with 64 pulse energy integration values being stored in each buffer. Then the FPGA transfers these
integration-only results to the DSP via the DMA port one FIFO at a time. The DSP can switch between
these two modes of operation by changing a flag inside the FPGA.

Count rate performance increased slightly in the first mode of the FPGA since more information was being
transferred for each pulse, but the DSP was no longer performing its own integration algorithm. Another
benefit was the increased accuracy of the integration since all 10 bits of each pulse sample were used,
instead of the 9 bits that the FIFO buffers were limited to. The biggest benefit comes when the FPGA
operates in its second mode. Simulation shows that the system will not miss a single count at 260,000
counts/sec, but this mode of operation has not yet been utilized in lab testing.

The first PCB operated at 5 V, consumed approximately 5 W and occupied 7.5" x 5.5" of space. A revision
to the PCB was made to lower power consumption, lower size, increase the sampling rate and incorporate
the lessons learned. The operating voltage decreased to 3.3 V. Power consumption decreased to less than 3
W, while the sampling rate increased to 48 MSPS, still at 10 bits per sample. The FIFO buffers and the
UART were incorporated in the FPGA. The FPGA was switched from an anti-fuse, one time
programmable part to a re-programmable SRAM part.

In this new design, pulse samples are stored in one of four internal pulse buffers. A pulse statistics FIFO
stores the sample count and which buffer contains the samples for each radiation pulse. The pulse sample
data is presently mapped into the DSP's program memory space, but a simple code change in the FPGA can
re-allocate the pulse buffers to the DSP's data memory space if needed. To improve transfer speed for pulse
sample transfers, the FPGA generates the read address for the pulse sample memory. This allows a sample
to be read in two DSP cycles (limited by the DSP's need to redirect the samples into other memory). The
remaining FPGA memory buffers and registers are mapped into the DSP's IO memory space (IOMS).
IOMS is divided into 4 pages. The first page contains the FPGA settings programmed by the DSP. This
write-only page requires one wait state. The second page contains the pulse statistics FIFO, the integration
results registers, the missed pulse counter and the overrange detector. This read-only page requires three
wait states required. The third page contains the peripheral interfaces: quad channel serial DAC; quad
channel serial ADC; UART with deep transmit FIFO; status lights and user mode selection inputs. This
read/write page requires three wait states. This FPGA controls six interrupts to the DSP: the first indicates
that an actual radiation pulse is waiting to be read; the second indicates that at least 12 missed pulses have
occurred since the last time the counter was read; the third indicates that the instrument is in a overrange
condition; the fourth indicates that an RS-232C event has occurred; the fifth indicates that data from the
serial ADC is waiting to be read; and the sixth indicates that the serial DAC transfer is complete.

Development Directions

In the next phase of development, the DSP will execute and refine a pulse shape analysis algorithm. Once
that algorithm is solidified, it will be migrated to the FPGA to implement real time pulse shape analysis to
detect pulse pile up in the detector. Future plans include increasing the sampling rate to 100 MSPS or more,
as well as incorporating other algorithms useful for radiation energy spectroscopy and solid state detectors.

Summary

Even though utilizing a FPGA in high sample rate, real time applications, is a necessity, the combination of
a FPGA with a DSP provides maximum flexibility in system development. The ability to develop
algorithms in the DSP for later migration into the FPGA allows for many revisions of a product simply by



reprogramming the FPGA not redesigning the entire PCB. In the case of a digital radiation instrument, each
FPGA revision yields a quantum jump in count rate performance or energy spectrum quality. When costs
allow, this combination also becomes favorable in a final product, since it facilitates the product upgrade
process.
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